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Executive Summary

Limiting the increase in global average temperature to below 2°C compared to pre-industrial levels will require ambitious mitigation action by a broad range of actors. This includes both Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), i.e. national governments, and non-Party stakeholders (NPS) such as sub-national governments, the private sector and financial institutions.

This paper examines how the 2015 agreement could help the NPS mentioned above overcome various barriers, encouraging increased mitigation actions as well as the financing for such actions. This paper also discusses how NPS action could be enhanced by the current framework for pre-2020 mitigation ambition under the UNFCCC.

While NPS mitigation action can be significant, and sometimes essential for the fulfilment of national mitigation targets, they can be prevented from further contributing to enhanced national and global mitigation ambition by many different barriers. These include: (1) national policy barriers and misalignments; (2) mandate barriers; (3) financial barriers (which apply to a lesser extent to financial institutions); (4) information and knowledge barriers; and (5) capacity and skills barriers. The significance of each barrier varies depending on the type of NPS, the local circumstances and the measures already in place to address these barriers.

The current UNFCCC process aimed at enhancing mitigation for the pre-2020 period is known as “workstream 2" of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform for Enhanced Action (ADP). This work programme, along with other mechanisms under the UNFCCC, partially addresses some of these barriers. Given the current mandate of workstream 2, and the jurisdiction of the UNFCCC more broadly, these processes cannot feasibly remove all the barriers to substantially catalysing, replicating and/or scaling up NPS mitigation actions.

Nevertheless, activities under workstream 2 are directly tackling the information and knowledge barriers facing NPS, e.g. through the Technical Expert Meetings (TEMs), as well as the Non-state Actor Zone for Climate Action (NAZCA) portal - which showcases actions, commitments and progress made by NPS. Such information-sharing activities could usefully continue in various fora to 2020 and beyond.

UNFCCC-related institutions are also helping address some of the barriers to increased mitigation action by NPS. For example, financial barriers to NPS are partially being addressed within the Financial Mechanism (FM) of the UNFCCC, as NPS are eligible both to receive climate funding from the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and the Green Climate Fund (GCF) as well as to channel it once accredited. Capacity and skills barriers are also being addressed indirectly by the FM of the UNFCCC, through the GEF which provides funding for capacity building projects including at sub-national levels. Going forward, other existing mechanisms under the UNFCCC, such as the Climate Technology Centre and Network (CTCN) of the Technology Mechanism, could potentially engage further in activities to address the barriers in the short term.

Outside the UNFCCC framework, the availability of finance for mitigation actions is being increased via, for example, the emergence of Green Investment Banks (GIBs), both at the national and sub-national level. These GIBs are providing new sources of finance for NPS, including private businesses and local communities.

However, there are some barriers to NPS mitigation actions that the UNFCCC cannot directly address, such as national policy barriers and misalignments, and mandate barriers. The significance of each barrier varies, depending on the type of NPS, the local circumstances and the measures already in place to address these barriers. Setting national policy frameworks as well as mandates for climate-related policy making...
across levels of government is inherently out of the scope of an international climate negotiation process. Nevertheless, decisions adopted under the UNFCCC process could encourage co-operation and co-ordination between national governments and NPS to tackle the challenges posed by these barriers.

Mitigation action by NPS can be driven both in a top-down or bottom-up manner. There are several examples of both. Top-down examples involve e.g. local and sub-national governments establishing climate plans or enacting mitigation measures required by national legislation. Bottom-up mitigation actions initiated autonomously by NPS are wide-ranging, such as regulations relating to household solar thermal energy use, city-wide bus rapid transport schemes, and voluntary greenhouse gas (GHG) targets from industry groupings. Such bottom-up actions can catalyse action at a larger scale.

At present, there are no explicit, formal links between UNFCCC provisions (e.g. via the text of the Convention) and most NPS including sub-national governments and the private sector. These NPS do not have mandates under the UNFCCC and they are not Parties directly engaged in negotiations. Interaction between these NPS and the UNFCCC is indirect, mostly via national governments (such as sub-national governments’ climate action to facilitate national governments’ commitments under the UNFCCC), the FM (such as the GEF and potentially the GCF), and the private sector’s participation in the Clean Development Mechanism projects. In addition, NPS have been increasingly involved in discussions under the UNFCCC framework, such as TEMs under workstream 2 of the ADP, and are also directly involved in some institutions established under the UNFCCC, such as the CTCN.

For the pre-2020 period, a decision on workstream 2 under the ADP is planned to be adopted at the 21st Conference of the Parties (COP 21) (1/CP.20). This decision could explicitly encourage co-operation between national governments and NPS in the development of ambitious and achievable climate responses. It could also mention enhanced dissemination of knowledge and experiences from NPS.

There are many possible ways that the 2015 agreement could enhance mitigation actions by NPS in the post-2020 period. Firstly, the agreement could enhance or reiterate the need for a long-term goal for the international climate change framework. It would give national governments policy stability and, in turn, could indirectly help reduce the national policy barriers and financial barriers to autonomous actions by NPS. Similarly, the agreement could encourage national governments to improve domestic enabling environments to incentivise mitigation action and low-carbon investments (including by NPS), indirectly addressing national policy barriers.

Also, the agreement could include text that recognises the role of NPS in implementing and financing mitigation actions, and that encourages national governments to enhance co-ordination and co-operation with NPS. Doing it would indirectly reduce the information and knowledge gap between national government and NPS, as well as sending a political signal that action by NPS is important.

To further address the information and knowledge barriers, the agreement could request the UNFCCC to continue the sharing and dissemination of information and knowledge between national governments and NPS e.g. by launching a similar process to the current TEMs and encouraging the use of the NAZCA portal. The NAZCA portal can potentially act as a process for which NPS can sign up in parallel to the 2015 agreement. The 2015 agreement could also enhance transparency of action by NPS. It could encourage the use of a common accounting and reporting tool to enhance transparency of actions, and provide the possibility to assess the contribution of autonomous mitigation action by NPS. Such a tool could be developed outside the UNFCCC framework, and would need to not be onerous in order to be widely taken up.

In terms of finance, the agreement could also strengthen the links with multilateral financial institutions including the GEF and GCF by encouraging direct access to finance by NPS. Further, if the 2015
agreement provides for the possibility of carbon markets, this could financially incentivise actions by NPS, as was observed under the market mechanisms of the Kyoto Protocol.

Although the UNFCCC is a Party-driven framework, its potential to encourage action by NPS is significant. As discussed above, there are many ways to make explicit reference to NPS in the 2015 agreement. The 2015 agreement could help to address barriers and to further enhance mitigation actions by NPS, thereby leading to enhanced global ambition.
1. Introduction

Limiting the increase in global average temperature to below 2°C compared to pre-industrial levels will require ambitious mitigation action to be integrated into all aspects of societies and economies, through action by all societal actors, including Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), i.e. national governments, as well as non-Party stakeholders (NPS). At the 21st Conference of the Parties (COP 21) in December 2015, Parties to the UNFCCC are to adopt a new agreement which will set a framework to accelerate action to meet the objectives of the UNFCCC. NPS are mentioned in some of the proposals made in the Geneva negotiating text (FCCC/ADP/2015/1), and provisions related to NPS may be included in the new agreement or in a COP decision at COP 21 (UNFCCC, 2015a).

This paper explores mitigation actions by NPS, i.e. entities that are not Parties (national governments) (Box 1). Specifically, the focus is on mitigation actions undertaken by sub-national governments and the private sector, and the role of financial institutions as enablers of such actions. These NPS can contribute to global climate change mitigation in many ways. For example, local governments can affect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through local policy and local public investment in areas such as land use, transportation, buildings, natural resources management, and urban utilities (OECD, 2014a; OECD, 2010). In some cases, implementation at the local level may be essential to meet national policy objectives, such as for building codes, air pollution regulations, or forest monitoring activities. Also, local governments are closer to citizens and therefore they are well placed to influence consumer and producer behaviour in accordance with local circumstances (OECD, 2014a; Anton et al., 2014). Ambitious climate action at sub-national level can be driven by a number of local benefits such as improved local air quality and creation of business development and employment opportunities (CDP, 2015; OECD, 2014a).

The private sector can also have substantive influence on global GHG emission reductions by adopting low-carbon technologies and business practices in its operations. By committing to ambitious contributions and undertaking climate action, the private sector can drive innovation, reduce cost and strengthen its brand while helping raise global mitigation ambition and reduce climate risks (CDP, 2014; for example, Air Canada, 2015; Honda, 2015; Royal Philips, 2015). Financial institutions such as multilateral and national development banks and private banks can indirectly, but significantly, influence GHG emissions by funding projects that could either enhance or inhibit mitigation.

NPS can significantly contribute to national and global mitigation efforts. UNEP (2015) shows that 15 existing NPS initiatives, involving cities, companies and sectors, could deliver emission savings of 2.9 GtCO₂eq in 2020, additional to what will be delivered by policies and measures currently implemented. The estimated reduction is equivalent to the current GHG emissions of Japan, Germany and the UK combined (OECD statistics). On the other hand, there are many different barriers that prevent NPS from realising their full mitigation potential. Moreover, it is currently difficult to track whether actions by NPS are additional to national government pledges, or facilitate implementation of national government mitigation commitments.

This paper examines how the 2015 agreement could help NPS overcome these barriers and encourage both increased mitigation actions and financing for such actions. It discusses the current framework for pre-2020 mitigation ambition and a future framework for post-2020.

In the following section, this paper looks at the barriers to implementation of mitigation actions that sub-national governments and the private sector often encounter, as well as the role of financial institutions. Section 3 explores the current UNFCCC process that attempts to raise mitigation ambition for pre-2020 and assesses how it is addressing each of the barriers identified. Section 4 discusses how the new
agreement could overcome those barriers and encourage NPS to further enhance mitigation actions both pre- and post-2020. Section 5 provides conclusions.

**Box 1: Who are non-Party stakeholders?**

The term “non-Party stakeholders” (NPS) in the UNFCCC context is used to indicate entities that are not Parties (national governments). Non-Party stakeholders therefore include civil society, the private sector, financial institutions, cities and other sub-national authorities, local communities and indigenous peoples, as indicated in the draft COP decisions prepared by the co-chairs of the UNFCCC’s Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform for Enhanced Action (ADP) as part of the Paris Package (UNFCCC, 2015a).

In this paper, sub-national governments refer to all levels of government below the national government, i.e. regional and local governments. Local governments refer to local authorities in a city or municipality. Regional governments refer to governments at higher level than city and municipality, including states, provinces and prefectures. In terms of climate change mitigation, sub-national governments, the private sector and financial sector are major entities to implement or fund actions as is observed at the NAZCA platform (Box 2), where emission reduction commitments are categorised into those of cities, regions, companies and investors. Other types of NPS are also important in catalysing mitigation action. Civil society, for example, actively catalyses action by Parties and other NPS (e.g. World Wide Fund for Nature’s Climate Savers programme).

2. **Barriers to mitigation action by NPS**

A large body of analysis (OECD, 2015a; NCE, 2014; GGBP, 2014; GIZ, 2014; LEDS, 2014; UNFCCC, 2014a; OECD, 2010) has highlighted five major barriers encountered by NPS in taking or funding mitigation actions; (1) national policy barriers and misalignments; (2) mandate barriers; (3) financial barriers; (4) information and knowledge barriers; and (5) capacity and skills barriers. The significance of each barrier varies, depending on the type of NPS, the local circumstances and the measures already in place to address these barriers.

2.1 **National policy barriers and misalignments**

Misalignments between national policy frameworks and climate objectives can undermine mitigation action (OECD, 2015a). Obstacles to mitigation actions can be embedded in a range of areas such as fiscal, trade, and competition policies (Table 1). For example, fossil fuel subsidies at national level can indirectly lead to urban sprawl, undermining efforts to promote sustainable urban transport by local governments (Matsumoto and Daudey, 2014). Sub-national governments can also be restricted by national policies and regulations, which can reduce their capacity to act in a number of areas (OECD, 2010). For example, in Denmark, several local governments supported the introduction of congestion charges in order to reduce traffic and greenhouse gas emissions. However, due to the opposition by the national government, congestion charges have not been introduced in any cities in Denmark (Transport og Bygningsministeriet, 2013; Københavns Kommune, 2012).

National policy can also affect private sector investment. In Japan, for example, the full liberalisation of the electricity retail market from 2016 without mandatory GHG emissions reduction targets for retailers may trigger new construction of coal-fired power plants. There are several plans announced by new entrants such as oil refining companies and city gas companies, as well as electricity utilities, which seek to secure low-cost power generation sources to supply electricity to a new retail client base (e.g. Idemitsu, Kyushu Electric and Tokyo Gas, 2015; Akita Prefecture, 2015 for Kansai Electric and Marubeni’s plan). If these plans are implemented, the increase in coal-fired power generation can result in increased GHG emissions.
Table 1: Examples of policy misalignments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal policies</th>
<th>Insufficient carbon pricing and incentives; environmentally harmful subsidies; tax policies unintendedly favouring carbon-intensive behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climate policies</td>
<td>Lack of ambitious climate objectives; lack of stability of climate-related legislations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment policies</td>
<td>Regulatory barriers to international investment in low-carbon projects (e.g. local content requirements); lack of transparency, insufficient investor protection and insufficient intellectual property rights protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition policies</td>
<td>Lack of open and competitive markets; market designs and regulatory rigidities favouring carbon-intensive infrastructure; lack of a level playing field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade policies</td>
<td>Trade barriers for low-carbon goods and services (e.g. import tariffs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from OECD (2015a)

2.2  Mandate barriers

A second type of barrier is related to the mandate for enforcing climate policy given to sub-national governments. Limited or overlapping mandates can cause obstacles to low-carbon development in their jurisdictions while the extent of this barrier can depend on the government structure of a country (e.g. federal or unitary) (OECD, 2015a; UNFCCC, 2014a; LEDS, 2014).

There are certain policy areas where cities may have clearer mandates and a stronger capacity to act, and others where this may be weaker. Most cities responding to a survey by the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group (C40) (Arup and C40, 2014) indicated that they have strong powers of setting and enforcing policy in areas such as water, buildings, waste and transport, while many fewer indicated having power in other policy areas such as energy supply and internet connectivity technology. This implies that in the latter policy areas the lack of power may hinder certain mitigation measures sought by local governments.

In the energy supply area, local governments’ energy mix or emission reduction targets may be constrained by their limited authority over legal instruments to implement such targets. For example, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government has set a target of increasing the share of renewable energy in the electricity consumption of the Tokyo area to 20% from 6% in 2012. An advisory committee of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government put forward several recommendations to achieve the target, such as further promoting solar PV and biomass generation within Tokyo and investing in renewable energy funds outside Tokyo (Tokyo Metropolitan Government, 2014). However, since the national laws do not give any authority to sub-national governments to oblige retail electricity operators such as Tokyo Electric Power Company to supply certain amounts of renewable energy in their jurisdictions, there are no means to ensure that the target will be met in practice.

The absence of co-ordination between levels of government may also lead to policy design that fails to allow sub-national governments to realise their full mitigation potential (OECD, 2015a). For example, in Bangkok, Thailand, the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration and five surrounding provinces that form the Bangkok Metropolitan Region develop their own spatial plans at local level. Though the national government also produces a spatial development plan for the entire Bangkok Metropolitan Region, they have no administrative or legal requirement to follow the national government’s spatial plan (Ratanawaraha, 2010). The lack of co-ordination between the national and local governments, and co-operation among the local governments, may significantly compromise the metropolitan region’s potential for green growth (OECD, 2015b). In Mexico, different levels of government share responsibilities in the
transport sector (IMCO, 2012), and the institutional and administrative fragmentation within the sector can pose an obstacle to delivering desirable outcomes. For instance, OECD (2013a) noted that in developing the bus rapid transit system in Puebla-Tlaxcala, the location of routes and stops was decided by the state government, with limited co-ordination with local governments, leading to citizens’ needs not being fulfilled. These examples highlight the importance of co-ordination and co-operation between national governments and sub-national governments.

### 2.3 Financial barriers

Shortage of funding is often cited as a main barrier for NPS’ climate action (OECD, 2015a; NCE, 2014; GGBP, 2014; LEDS, 2014; GIZ, 2013). Even where sub-national governments have a legal mandate to undertake actions, they may not be capable of assuming the responsibility due to lack of resources (GIZ, 2013; UN-ADB, 2012). According to the latest statistics (OECD, 2015c), between 2009 and 2013 (i.e. after the global financial crisis), government investment declined as a share of GDP and as a share of total expenditures on average in OECD countries. With public investment at sub-national level accounting for about 60% of total government investment in OECD countries (OECD, 2015d), the decline in public investment implies a significant challenge for sub-national governments. OECD (2014b) also finds that the annual volume of sub-national public investment declined by 13% in 2012 relative to 2009 in real terms in the OECD area.

In addition, sub-national governments can face limited access to financial markets and mechanisms and international climate finance to fund low-carbon development, depending on the country and local conditions. Factors limiting their access to finance include: low credit ratings; limited capacity to mobilise private finance due to insufficient size of low-carbon infrastructure investment market and unattractive risk-return profiles; and sovereign limits set by national governments on how much or if a sub-national government can borrow from the private sector (OECD, 2015a; OECD, 2014b; Merk et al., 2012). Local governments are generally regarded as embedding higher default risk than national government (Merk et al., 2012). Only 4% of the 500 largest cities in developing countries are considered credit worthy by international standards (World Bank, 2013).

In Chile, for instance, municipalities are eligible to obtain a form of credit for capital investment through a government programme. However, they must demonstrate an ability to reimburse the credit within a specified time frame from their own revenue source, which limits the number of municipalities able to access this funding opportunity (OECD, 2013b). In China, local governments face the burden of rapidly growing expenditures without the power to raise tax revenues to meet expenditure needs, especially capital expenditures for urbanisation and industrial development. The gap is partly filled by off-budget funds from land concessions which create perverse incentives, resulting in adverse environmental consequences such as urban sprawl (Lu and Sun, 2012; Liu and Salzberg, 2012).

In the private sector, high cost of mitigation actions and lack of financial resources can be an obstacle to implementation of mitigation actions (for example, IPCC, 2014; Cliquot, forthcoming). Low-carbon investments by the private sector can also face financing challenges because of various risks embedded in such investments, such as policy and regulatory risks and commercial and technical risks (Corfee-Morlot et al., 2012). For example, in an offshore windfarm project in the United Kingdom, its majority stakeholder DONG Energy was faced with financing challenges at the time of the project approval in 2007, including the significant construction, operation and maintenance costs of the relatively immature technology, and the reluctance of banks to provide project finance amid the European debt crisis (Kaminker et al., 2013). DONG Energy was able to address the challenges by combining extensive financial structuring to de-risk the investment to attract institutional investors, and benefitting from favourable United Kingdom government policy incentives. This example shows that funding can be difficult to secure without stable regulatory policies and suitable financial vehicles that address the diverse risks.
2.4 Information and knowledge barriers

A fourth type of barrier is a lack of information and knowledge, such as knowledge of techniques and technologies, local-level emission data and information on mitigation actions (UNFCCC, 2014a; GIZ, 2014; LEDS, 2014; GIZ, 2013). Insufficient information and data make it difficult for sub-national governments to design, implement and track progress with mitigation plans (GGBP, 2014; GIZ, 2013). Also, knowledge and information gaps between levels of governments prevent communication and co-ordination of mitigation action (GIZ, 2014).

For example, in Ghana, a lack of awareness can hinder effective climate change response at the local level. According to the Overseas Development Institute (ODI), while the National Climate Change Policy was publicly launched in 2014, its content and the responsibilities of local governments under the policy have not been disseminated to all local governments. Moreover, the Metropolitan, Municipal and District Assemblies do not appear to recognise the leading role of certain government institutions in implementing the national climate policy and these institutions are allocated a large share of financial resources (ODI, 2015).

The private sector and financial institutions also face this type of barrier. Insufficient, non-standardised information on GHG emissions and climate risks, or lack of data availability and knowledge in mitigation techniques and technologies, make these players unable to assess mitigation options adequately (IPCC, 2014; OECD, 2015a). GIZ (2015) conducted a study in India that identified a number of barriers encountered by the private sector in scaling up low-carbon investment. Among these were a limited understanding of climate risks and how to assess them and limited technical knowledge of low-carbon projects, such as in energy efficiency. For example, lack of reliable baseline energy data and limited technological (and financial) capabilities are major barriers to low-carbon investment, in particular at local and sub-national level. GIZ (2015) also identifies similar barriers in the transport sector in India. For example, a lack of passenger information systems and lack of technical knowledge impair investment opportunities for the private sector.

2.5 Capacity and skills barriers

A lack of capacity and skills to plan and implement actions is another type of barrier. The policy-making process, from agenda-setting to implementation and evaluation phases, requires appropriate capacity and skills within the administrative institutions of sub-national governments (GGBP, 2014; UNFCCC, 2014a; GIZ, 2013).

For example, in Mexico, the federal government approved in 2012 the General Climate Change Law through which a climate action plan is developed at local level to implement the national policy. An initiative led by the ICLEI- Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI) sought to address the capacity and skills barriers by helping establish GHG emissions inventories at local level, identifying mitigation and adaptation measures for municipalities, as well as facilitating collaboration between levels of government (ICLEI, 2014a). In China, India, Indonesia and the Philippines, Japan’s Institute for Global Environmental Studies (IGES) examined GHG emissions inventories, reporting and control practices at the sub-national level, to assess the potential of a carbon crediting mechanism to enhance mitigation policies at the sub-national level (IGES, 2012). The study concluded that several sub-national governments selected for the study had insufficient personnel and organisational capacity to implement the GHG management practices, and they did not have capacity to develop regional inventories without external assistance.
3. The current UNFCCC process for enhancing pre-2020 mitigation and its impact on NPS

For the period up to 2020, i.e. the period until the new agreement comes into effect, around 100 countries have communicated emission reduction contributions under the UNFCCC (UNFCCC, 2014b; UNFCCC, 2013). A workplan on enhancing mitigation ambition was agreed at COP 17 in 2011 (1/CP. 17), known as “workstream 2”, and launched at COP 18 in 2012 under the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform for Enhanced Action (ADP) of the UNFCCC (2/CP.18). Furthermore, at COP 19 Parties decided to accelerate activities under the workplan, intensify the technical examination of opportunities with high mitigation potential, and facilitate sharing of experiences and best practices of cities and sub-national authorities (1/CP. 19). This process is called the “technical examination process (TEP)”.

Under the TEP, a series of “technical expert meetings” (TEMs) began in 2014. Both states and NPS participate in TEMs: the meetings provide opportunities for the engagement of experts from Parties and from NPS, such as the private sector and sub-national authorities, and to build on and utilise activities of other institutions such as the Technology Mechanism (TM) and the operating entities of the Financial Mechanism (FM) (1/CP. 20). COP 20 decided to continue holding technical expert meetings in the period 2015-2020 (1/CP.20). How to further advance the process is currently under discussion to include in a decision to be adopted at COP 21 in 2015 (UNFCCC, 2015b). Outside workstream 2, the Green Climate Fund (GCF), an operating entity of the FM of the UNFCCC, was established at COP 17 and “will play a key role in channelling new, additional, adequate and predictable financial resources to developing countries and will catalyse climate finance, both public and private, and at the international and national levels” (UNFCCC, 2011).

The current UNFCCC framework under the TEP and TEM is addressing some of the five barriers discussed in section 2 so as to enhance mitigation action by NPS. The current mandates of the TEP do not, however, allow them to remove all the barriers to substantially replicate and scale up actions by NPS.

3.1 Information and knowledge barriers

The TEMs allow national governments and NPS to exchange information and share experiences on a range of areas such as: energy efficiency in urban environments including lighting, district energy systems, buildings and urban transport, and renewable energy. Discussions under the TEMs are thus helping to address information and knowledge barriers. At the international level, an outcome of the TEP to date is that the international community has recognised the important role played by NPS in facilitating actions (UNFCCC, 2015d). As Parties decided to continue such meetings (1/CP. 20), this type of barrier should continue to be addressed, potentially in a more focussed manner as the organisation and participation in meetings builds on lessons learned. The information sharing function can be further strengthened by high-level engagement; the future form of such engagement, currently being led by COP presidencies, is under discussion (UNFCCC, 2015b).

The NAZCA portal (see Box 2) also provides information on NPS emission reduction contributions. Although different type, base year and scope among commitments make it difficult to compare them, such information sharing could potentially stimulate the ambition of NPS.

Workstream 2 has also initiated links with other institutions established under the UNFCCC. This includes the Technology Executive Committee (TEC) of the TM, which as part of its workplan organises thematic dialogues on mitigation technologies so as to promote and facilitate collaboration on the development and transfer of technologies between government, the private sector and other stakeholders. It also contributed to discussion at one of the TEMs in 2015 on distributed renewable energy generation.
Box 2: NAZCA portal

The “NAZCA (Non-state Actor Zone for Climate Action)” portal was launched by the Peruvian presidency alongside the Lima-Paris Action Agenda at COP 20 in 2014. It is a web-based portal where cities (local governments), regions (regional governments), companies, and investors can register and update progress on their climate action commitments via external data partners such as CDP and carbonn® Climate Registry. The types of commitments vary, for example, emissions reduction of CO₂ or other GHGs, an increased share of renewable energy in final energy demand, energy efficiency improvements, and investment in renewable energy projects or in a low-carbon fund. In October 2015, the NAZCA displayed 4,024 commitments to action, of which 1,215 are from cities, 262 from regions, 617 from investors and 1,930 from companies. According to the NAZCA portal website, the aggregate emission reductions from the commitments are currently unavailable because much of the action is on a voluntary basis for which there is currently no internationally standardised monitoring, reporting and verification system. In the future, guidelines and tools developed outside the UNFCCC may allow for better comparability in between actions, as well as a means to track progress with the achievement of actions by NPS.

(Source: the NAZCA portal http://climateaction.unfccc.int/)

3.2 Financial barriers

The financial barriers are partially being addressed in two main ways. Firstly, the overall availability of finance for mitigation actions is being increased. For example, at the international level, developed countries committed to mobilising jointly USD 100 billion per year of climate finance by 2020 to address the needs of developing countries at COP 16 in 2010 (1/CP. 16).

At the national and sub-national level, around a dozen green investment banks (GIBs) have emerged both in developing and developed countries in recent years (OECD, forthcoming). GIBs at the national level are providing new sources of finance for NPS, including private businesses and local communities. For example, the UK Green Investment Bank has recently added community-scale renewable projects as an additional target sector for investment, and also offers an innovative corporate loan facility to municipalities, specifically tailored to address energy efficiency in public street lighting (UK GIB, 2014; UK GIB, n.d.). Sub-national GIBs have emerged in the United States at both the state and county levels. The state-based Connecticut Green Bank, NY Green Bank and Green Energy Market Securitization Programme in Hawaii are using limited public capital to mobilise private investment in domestic mitigation-relevant activities, such as renewable energy and energy efficiency (OECD, forthcoming). The recently established Montgomery County Green Bank (Maryland) is the first local jurisdiction to create a GIB in the United States and will be capitalised with USD 20 million to promote private investment in clean energy technologies (Montgomery County Council, 2015). This highlights that some national and sub-national governments are taking steps to help increase the amount of finance available for climate responses by NPS.

Secondly, the access to international climate finance by NPS is also specifically being tackled. NPS are eligible for funding under the Global Environment Facility (GEF), the Adaptation Fund (AF) and the Green Climate Fund (GCF). For example, in South Africa, the GEF Trust Fund is involved in a project to promote the use of electric vehicles and non-motorised transport (such as bicycles) where the city of Durban and the city of Johannesburg are among the executing partners (GEF, 2015). In the city of Ji’nan in China, the GEF Trust Fund is taking part in a sustainable urban transport project financed by the city government and the Asian Development Bank (GEF, 2014a). Cities are one of the important areas in the institution’s overall strategy: the GEF’s latest strategy (GEF-6) covering the period 2014-2018 has two channels to support sustainable cities: the “integrated low-emission urban systems” programme under the Climate Change Mitigation Focal Area, with an allocation of USD 210 million over the period, and a new window under the Integrated Approach Pilots for sustainable cities projects, with an allocation of
USD 55 million (GEF, 2014b). The AF under the Kyoto Protocol finances adaptation projects implemented in developing countries at sub-national levels as well as national level. For example, uMgungundlovu District Municipality in South Africa is an executing entity in a project proposal to increase climate resilience and adaptive capacity in its communities (AF, 2014).

Furthermore, the GCF has explicitly indicated that sub-national entities can apply for accreditation (GCF, 2011) although there is no accredited sub-national financial institution to date (as of July 2015). As these examples illustrate, both governments and financiers are aware of the financial barriers to increased climate action by NPS, and are taking steps to at least partially address them.

3.3 Capacity and skills barriers

Capacity and skills barriers to NPS are (by definition) very specific to different sets of NPS. It would therefore be difficult for them to be tackled directly by the international UNFCCC framework. However, these barriers are being addressed by financial institutions such as the GEF. For example, policy and regulatory frameworks and institutional capacity building is one component of the uMgungundlovu District adaptation project mentioned in 3.2. In Chiang Mai, Thailand, the GEF Trust Fund partially funded a project to improve the technical capacity of the Chiang Mai City Municipality for integrated land use and urban transport planning, and for a pilot demonstration of non-motorised transport (e.g. walking and bicycles) (GEF, 2011).

Also, there are some existing mechanisms under the UNFCCC that could potentially help to address capacity and skills barriers in the short term. In particular, the TM has a mandate to provide expertise and facilitate the implementation of actions for technology development and transfer to support action on mitigation as well as adaptation (1/CP.16). Its two components, the TEC and the Climate Technology Centre and Network (CTCN), have functions related to capacity building. For example, the CTCN part of the TM responds to technical assistance requests on climate technologies from developing countries. The geographical level for request can be community-based and sub-national, as well as national and multi-country, although the CTCN’s list of Technical Assistance Requests suggests there are only a few assistance requests with a focus on a particular community or sub-national area to date (CTCN, 2015). Some of such assistance is provided by the CTCN Network members, which include the private sector (including public-private partnerships), the public sector, non-governmental organisations, as well as research and academic organisations (CTCN, 2015). Therefore, within the current mandate of workstream 2, the TM could potentially address capacity and skills barriers that NPS face.

3.4 National policy barriers and misalignment, and mandate barriers

The international climate framework can and does influence the direction of national climate policy, as nations work towards short-term commitments or pledges that have been agreed internationally, as well as working towards longer-term goals. Nevertheless, details such as the type and stringency of specific national policies are fundamentally beyond the scope of an international climate negotiation process. Thus, the UNFCCC process does not have the mandate to directly address misalignment between domestic policies and climate change objectives.

The mandate barriers are also difficult to overcome. The policy-making mandate across levels of government in a sovereign nation is determined by national legislation in each country. This is beyond the scope of such an international process as the UNFCCC. However, the current process of the TEP could enhance co-ordination and co-operation between local, sub-national and national governments via dialogues at TEMs to alleviate the mandate barriers (see section 3.1).
3.5 Summary of barriers and possibilities to enhance pre-2020 ambition by NPS

As outlined above, UNFCCC processes and institutions are partially addressing some of the barriers faced by NPS aiming to increase their mitigation actions (Table 2). Continuing and enhancing such work pre-2020 is possible for some of these barriers, as also outlined in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary assessment of the current UNFCCC process in enhancing pre-2020 mitigation by NPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Addressed under the UNFCCC?</th>
<th>Possible options for further enhancement to 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. National policy barriers and misalignment</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unlikely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mandate barriers</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unlikely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Financial barriers</td>
<td>Partially, via GEF, GCF</td>
<td>Enhance FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Information and knowledge barriers</td>
<td>Partially, directly in workstream 2 via TEMs under TEP; indirectly via e.g. NAZCA portal</td>
<td>Continue TEMs, NAZCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Capacity and skills barriers</td>
<td>Partially, via GEF, TM</td>
<td>Enhance co-ordination between TM and TEP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A draft decision on workstream 2 has been prepared, and the second version was made available prior to the ADP session in October 2015. The text has been strengthened regarding interactions with NPS from the previous draft decision prepared in July 2015 (UNFCCC, 2015b, UNFCCC, 2015c). Some paragraphs have been added that could help address the barriers encountered by NPS (particularly barriers related to information and knowledge, as well as to finance) and enhance their action. For example, there is a paragraph that explicitly recognises the efforts of NPS (paragraph 15). The second draft also encourages use of the NAZCA portal to disseminate information, and sets out a process to continue and strengthen high-level engagement in accelerating pre-2020 mitigation action.

This draft decision could be further strengthened. For example, paragraph 5 (a) of the draft decision currently refers to “facilitating the implementation of policies, practices and actions identified during the technical examination process” (UNFCCC, 2015b), as an option of strengthening the technical examination in the period 2016-2020. This could be strengthened to explicitly refer to co-operation between Parties and NPS in identifying, developing and funding ambitious and achievable climate responses. Further, the text does not necessarily have to limit facilitating implementation of policy options and actions to only those that have been identified during the technical examination process.

Thus, the draft decision text on workstream 2 could be modified to read:

- (Paragraph 5 (a)) Encouraging Parties, Convention bodies, international organizations, international cooperative initiatives and non-Party stakeholders to engage actively and effectively in this process and to cooperate in developing ambitious and achievable climate responses, facilitating the identification, development, funding and implementation of policies, practices and actions including those identified during this process, including in accordance with national sustainable development priorities;
4. How the 2015 agreement can help to enhance mitigation actions by NPS

There are many different types of climate mitigation (and adaptation) initiatives being undertaken by NPS, and varying potential for enhancing such initiatives. This section discusses how the new agreement could help NPS overcome the barriers to increased climate action that they encounter. To examine what actions could be taken at the UNFCCC level, the section looks at the current links between the UNFCCC, national governments and NPS and proposes possible solutions that would help NPS overcome the existing barriers.

At present there are no explicit, formal links between UNFCCC provisions (i.e. the text of the UNFCCC) and several NPS relevant to climate change mitigation and adaptation responses (Figure 1 below). These NPS do not have mandates under the UNFCCC and they are not Parties directly engaged in negotiations. However, there are increasing informal interactions, including via events including or focused on NPS participation at UNFCCC negotiations and information-exchange platforms. These include recent initiatives such as the Lima-Paris Action Agenda and NAZCA portal, as well as the ADP 2-5 Forum on Cities, which are outside formal decisions of the UNFCCC. As NPS have become increasingly involved in mitigation actions, links between them and the UNFCCC is growing. These links could potentially be further enhanced and even formalised in the 2015 agreement.

The 2015 agreement is to come into force from 2020. It will therefore be able to play only a limited role in enhancing pre-2020 mitigation action by NPS. However, it could help to enhance post-2020 climate responses (both mitigation and adaptation) by recognising the role of NPS in implementing climate policies and encouraging their engagement in climate policy development. The new agreement could also provide opportunities for highlighting lessons learned from successful NPS’ climate action.

4.1 Sub-national governments

Currently there is no explicit link between the UNFCCC itself and sub-national governments (Figure 2 below). Thus, any interaction between sub-national governments and the UNFCCC is indirect, e.g. via national governments. Links between sub-national governments and national governments are both top-down and bottom-up (Figure 2). Bottom-up links on climate action between sub-national governments and national governments can be more challenging than top-down ones for many reasons. For example, lack of communication and co-ordination between the national government and NPS, or lack of climate-related...
information at local level, can lead to information and awareness gaps (GIZ, 2014). Policy priorities between governments at national and sub-national levels may also be different – particularly if national and sub-national governments are run by different political parties (Erhart, 2015).

The national policy framework can hinder (as outlined in section 2.1) or help enhance sub-national climate responses by sub-national governments. The top-down link between national government and sub-national government can be a key factor in incentivising increased sub-national action on climate change by establishing an enabling framework for such action (OECD, 2010). Such a framework is observed in many countries.

Figure 2: Links between the UNFCCC itself and different levels of climate governance

For example, several national governments in both developed and developing countries have enacted legislation requiring sub-national governments to develop and implement climate plans or policy measures. Thus, in 2010, France established such legislation and facilitates by including representatives of the national government and national agencies (as well as the individual regions) in the development of such plans. As a result, by 2014, all regions had established such plans (Ministère de L’Écologie, 2014). In Japan, as required by the national government’s Basic Act on Global Warming Countermeasures, all prefectures and major cities are required to develop a local action plan on climate change, in line with their other plans related to city planning, agricultural area and waste management (MOE, 2014). In China, seven cities and provinces developed pilot emission trading systems (ETS) mandated by the 12th Five-Year Plan of the central government (ICAP, 2015). These ETS schemes are intended to test various ETS designs before transitioning to a national system in 2017 (CDC and IETA, 2015; State Council, 2015; State Council, 2014). In India, the national government requires state governments to prepare state action plans on climate change (MEFCC, 2014), which will facilitate taking climate considerations into account at all levels of planning.

Some countries are working to address multiple barriers to sub-national climate action, as mentioned above. For example, the national Vietnam Green Growth strategy specifically provides a mandate for provincial governments to establish climate or green growth plans (UNDP, 2015) and 15 of 63 provinces have done so to date (GGGI, 2015). The strategy itself was established via a participatory process between the national and local governments (Trinh and Nhung, 2013), which thus helps to increase their knowledge and understanding of issues and possible solutions. Vietnam has also identified its finance needs to implement this strategy and earmarked some domestic funding for this purpose (VietNamNet, 2015; Mai,
In addition, it aims to improve the institutional awareness and capacity of domestic financial institutions to implement green growth (Mai, 2014b). Despite these efforts, communication and coordination barriers persist between national and sub-national governments, as well as with other stakeholders such as the private sector (Rivero Baughman, 2015).

The bottom-up relationship between sub-national governments and the national government can also help trigger enhanced climate action at a broader scale. This is particularly true where sub-national authorities are encouraged or allowed to go beyond national requirements or incentives to independently act to address climate change.

For example, catalysed by a bill in the state of California, fourteen states of the United States moved to introduce tighter CO₂ emission standards for cars, which led the federal government to introduce similar fuel economy requirements at a national level (Goulder and Stavins, 2010). In 2006, Spain included the requirement of installing solar thermal systems in its national building code. This followed the success of such systems in Barcelona, which in 2000, was the first European city to require solar energy use to supply 60% of running hot water in all new buildings, renovated buildings, or buildings changing their use (ESTIF, 2015; ICLEI, 2014b). This requirement led to the city increasing the area of installed solar panels by more than a factor of 50 by 2010, as well as to more than 70 Spanish municipalities adopting similar regulations (ICLEI, 2014b). Similarly, the Colombian government instituted a programme to replicate the successful implementation of a city-wide bus rapid transport system in Bogotá (US DoT, 2007).

4.2 The private sector

The private sector also has no explicit link with the UNFCCC itself at present (Figure 1). However, as for sub-national governments, there are indirect links and national governments can help or hinder the extent of the private sector’s mitigation actions. The private sector, including financial institutions, also needs economic rationale to take actions while facing a number of barriers. Low-carbon, climate-resilient infrastructure investments can entail additional risks to traditional investments in terms of policy and regulatory risks, commercial and technical risks and market risks (Kaminker et al., 2013; Corfee-Morlot et al., 2012), which can be barriers to mitigation investment. To reduce barriers to mitigation action and investment by the private sector, the new agreement could enhance explicit collaboration between the UNFCCC and the private sector to enhance the private sector’s capacity to manage these risks. The agreement could encourage national governments to improve their enabling environments, as suggested in the draft agreement in the co-chairs’ non-paper. The 2015 agreement or associated decision could also explicitly encourage dialogue to share lessons learned from successful private sector initiatives across national governments by establishing a process similar to the current TEP.

Private sector actors have increasingly been active in both mitigation and adaptation responses, both alone as well as in multi-governance initiatives (discussed in section 4.5). These may have been driven by national governments’ climate responses to commitments undertaken under the UNFCCC, as well as by increasing awareness of the potential economic impacts of climate on the private sector’s bottom line.

Private-sector focused activities in mitigation include actions taken to meet emissions caps under ETS (e.g. EU ETS) or industry-led initiatives (e.g. Keidanren’s sectoral emission reduction targets in Japan) and projects developed under the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). The unexpected sectoral split of CDM projects in terms of certified emission reduction (CER) credits issued and associated emission reductions (e.g. 52% of issued CERs come from reduction of industrial gases such as hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs)), as well as the uneven geographical split of such projects (e.g. 60% of issued CERs are from China), highlights that the private sector can identify and prioritise cost-effective mitigation opportunities (UNEP DTU, 2015). Although many countries have indicated that they will not be using international offsets post-2020, the continued use of markets, e.g. emissions trading schemes – particularly
at the national or sub-national level could also help to encourage private sector participation in mitigation activities. Explicit recognition of the continued use of markets in the 2015 agreement, as per one of the options included in the draft decision text, would therefore help to provide an explicit financial incentive for GHG reductions, and thereby reduce some of the financial barriers that the private sector encounters.

However, some private-sector action is autonomous, i.e. not explicitly linked to (or driven by) specific national GHG targets. For example, Arcelor Mittal’s target of reducing CO$_2$ emissions intensity of steel operations by 8% from 2007 to 2020 was set in 2008 (Arcelor Mittal, 2015; UN, n.d.). The target therefore predates the request at COP 16 in Cancun for countries to submit emission pledges to 2020.

Nevertheless, long-term policy signals are acknowledged to be a key driver of private-sector investment policies (OECD, 2015a; Corfee-Morlot et al., 2012). The 2015 agreement could help to set the stage for such a framework. This could address the issues raised by six European oil companies in their open letter to the UNFCCC and the COP 21 French Presidency in June 2015 that called for “clear, stable, long-term, ambitious policy framework” and globally linked carbon pricing systems in governments across the world (BG et al., 2015).

Formal recognition by the UNFCCC e.g. via the text of the agreement and by supporting an enhanced information-sharing platform such as the NAZCA, could also be an important element in the 2015 agreement for enhancing economically-attractive mitigation options by the private sector. Several companies and business associations are calling for the UNFCCC to recognise their role as a part of the new agreement. For example, the International Chamber of Commerce stated that not only does it encourage the UNFCCC to “foster substantive engagement of the business community as an integral part of the Paris 2015 UNFCCC agreement”, it looks to the UNFCCC outcomes and governments to encourage carbon pricing mechanisms via market-based policies, taxes etc. (ICC, 2014). The 2015 agreement could highlight the private sector’s call for engagement and meaningful climate policies, to encourage national governments to support ambitious action by industry and to create a level playing field for companies competing globally.

4.3 Financial institutions

Links between the UNFCCC and multilateral financiers exist to some extent (Figure 3). As discussed in section 3.2, while finance has often been cited as a barrier to enhanced climate action by NPS, the barrier is being partially addressed under the UNFCCC thanks to the links between the UNFCCC and the multilateral, and regional, national and sub-national financial institutions via Financial Mechanism (Figure 3 below). Outside the UNFCCC, international financial institutions are also helping address financial needs for enhanced climate action by NPS. For example, mitigation finance for private recipients by seven multilateral development banks$^1$ amounted to USD 9.2 billion in 2014, up from USD 8.0 billion in 2013 (MDB joint reporting, 2013 and 2014; private-public breakdown unavailable before 2013). Mitigation finance by the International Financial Corporation, which focuses on the private sector in developing countries, increased from USD 1.7 billion in 2011 to USD 2.5 billion in 2014. The increase in investment in the private sector’s mitigation action suggests that the financial barriers are being tackled, at least to some extent.

The new agreement could further strengthen these links with these financial institutions to raise the level of finance and improve the access to finance by NPS. For example, the 2015 agreement could mention enhanced direct access to finance by NPS. Furthermore, the UNFCCC could enhance the link with

---

$^1$ The Asian Development Bank, the African Development Bank, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the European Investment Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and the International Finance Corporation and the World Bank from the World Bank Group
multilateral financiers to make more information on financing for NPS available. For example, the COP could encourage multilateral financial institutions to report on level of funding given to NPS. Currently the Multilateral Development Bank (MDB) joint reporting provides a breakdown of public recipients and private recipients. Further disclosure, such as a breakdown of local, sub-national and national governments in the “public recipients” could be encouraged.

**Figure 3: Links between the UNFCCC, its institutions and different levels of financiers**
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4.4 **Supra-national groupings of sub-national governments**

There are several supra-national groupings of sub-national governments, e.g. ICLEI, C40, R20 and UCLG. While nearly 20 of these groups are admitted to the UNFCCC meetings as observers of the Local Governments and Municipal Authorities constituency (UNFCCC, 2015e), there is no explicit link between these groups and the UNFCCC. These groups are working to address the barriers encountered by sub-national governments in many ways, including by encouraging and disseminating successful initiatives. The 2015 agreement could recognise the potential of such groupings to help enhance mitigation actions by specifically mentioning the role of such groupings in information dissemination. In addition, such groupings could continue to be invited to participate in future relevant activities, similar to ICLEI participation in the TEMs on urban environment.

In addition to work on dissemination, certain supra-national groupings are also working to fill the data gap regarding sub-national data on GHG inventories and identification of mitigation and adaptation measures. For example, ICLEI, C40 and the World Resources Institute have jointly launched an accounting and reporting standard for local governments (ICLEI, 2014c). Another example among many others is the C40,

---

2 ICLEI—Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI), C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group (C40), R20 Regions of Climate Action (R20) and the United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG)
which provides a forum for cities to share technical expertise on best practices, conducts surveys on mitigation action by cities, and recognises best practices (C40, 2015).

Sub-national governments also commit to climate action, strengthening their presence at the international level and signalling the importance of their collective action. For example, through the Covenant of Mayors, over 6,000 cities in Europe voluntarily commit to implementing a sustainable energy action plan to cutting CO\textsubscript{2} emission by at least 20\% by 2020 from the 1990 level (Covenant of Mayors, 2015). At the World Summit Climate and Territories in July 2015, nearly 50 supra-national groupings of sub-national governments and civil society organisations signed a declaration (WSCT, 2015). The declaration supports a local and sub-national approach to climate action, calling for acknowledgement of the need for such an approach at COP 21. It also emphasises the importance of financing, calling on national governments and financial institutions to scale-up resources.

These activities are addressing information and knowledge barriers and capacity and skills barriers, as well as raising the recognition of local-level mitigation action in the international community. The 2015 agreement could encourage NPS’ efforts to address the barriers by formally acknowledging the contributions of these groups and disseminating lessons learnt from their experiences. It could also encourage the use of a standardised accounting and reporting tool, though any potentially onerous reporting burden should be avoided so as not to discourage such actions (OECD, 2015e).

4.5 Multi-governance initiatives

There are multi-governance initiatives for climate mitigation that involve international organisations, national governments and different types of NPS. There are some indirect links between these initiatives and the UNFCCC e.g. via the CTCN, which includes members from the private sector (including public-private partnerships), the public sector, non-governmental organisations, as well as research and academic institutions (see section 3.3). Enhancing links between the CTCN and such multi-governance initiatives can therefore help expand opportunities of capacity building and private financing for mitigation action at all levels. For example, the CTI Private Financing Advisory Network (CTI-PFAN), a multilateral public-private partnership under the Climate Technology Initiative (CTI) of the International Energy Agency (IEA), provides technical assistance through the CTCN (CTI-PFAN, 2015). Mobilising its membership, including consultants and financiers, the CTI-PFAN provides investment and financial advisory services to project developers of clean energy projects in developing countries, and facilitates the matching of private financing with such projects.

Outside the UNFCCC, one example of a multi-governance initiative is the Climate and Clean Air Coalition to Reduce Short Lived Climate Pollutants (CCAC), to reduce emissions of methane, black carbon and HFCs (CCAC, 2014a). This is a partnership among over 40 countries (both developed and developing) and over 60 international and non-governmental organisations. A number of sub-national governments and companies participate in activities under each of the 11 initiatives of the Coalition, funded in part by the Coalition’s trust fund (CCAC, 2014b). Some countries, including Mexico, incorporate emission reduction targets for short-lived climate pollutants in their intended nationally-determined contributions (INDCs). Thus, some countries are making links between action under the UNFCCC and under the CCAC.

Another example of a multi-governance initiative is the Coast to Coast E-Mobility Connection which is a public-private partnership involving multiple levels of actors including the government of the Netherlands, the state government of California, the private sector and universities (C2C, 2015). This initiative aims to promote knowledge and information exchange on electric mobility among participants as well as business development of the electric mobility markets in Europe and the West Coast of the US. While there is no direct link with the UNFCCC, the co-operation under the initiative can contribute to enhanced
development of electric mobility such as electric vehicles, electric motorcycles and charging infrastructure, thereby leading to GHG emissions reduction in the transport sector.

These examples suggest that despite their voluntary nature, multi-governemental initiatives could lead to mitigation action and the financing for such actions via co-ordination between levels of governments and the private sector, knowledge-sharing and capacity-building. However, whether the emission reductions from these actions would be additional to national government pledges is difficult to verify due to the lack of transparency. To enhance mitigation ambition at the multi-governance level, the 2015 agreement could strengthen a link between the UNFCCC and multi-governance initiatives, as well as encouraging transparency by supporting the development of a standardised accounting and reporting tool as discussed in section 4.4.

4.6 Specific text suggestions for the 2015 agreement

The ADP co-chairs have developed a non-paper that contains the basis for negotiation of the draft Paris Package (UNFCCC 2015a). This non-paper has two main parts. The first is the draft 2015 agreement, which includes durable provisions. More detailed provisions for the 2015 agreement are included in the second part, a draft decision text.

There is at present no mention of “non-Party stakeholders” in the draft 2015 agreement text, but they are included in the reference to “all actors” in the “general” section of the draft decision text (under section III). This text recognises the efforts of NPS to address climate change, and invites them to scale up their efforts and support further actions by Parties. It does not, however, invite Parties to engage with NPS and further support their actions. The draft text also encourages NPS to demonstrate their efforts through the NAZCA portal.

NPS already have a significant role in developing sub-national low-emission or green growth strategies in several countries (see section 4.1), as well as in financing associated actions. Specifically mentioning (in the 2015 agreement and/or decision text) NPS roles in planning, implementing, catalysing, strengthening and/or financing climate action would help to raise the profile of such actors internationally, and could thus help to enhance such action.

5. Conclusions

Non-Party stakeholders (NPS) such as sub-national governments, the private sector and financial institutions can and have been increasingly initiating greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation actions. Some of these actions have been directly mandated or encouraged by national policy frameworks, which in turn may have been influenced by international agreements under the auspices of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). However, other mitigation actions by NPS have been autonomous to national governments’ pledges. Increasing the level of NPS’ mitigation can help to increase the overall level of mitigation ambition of individual countries.

At present, there are no explicit, formal links between UNFCCC provisions, e.g. via the text of the UNFCCC, and most NPS. However, NPS are becoming increasingly involved in certain discussions under the UNFCCC framework (such as via Technical Expert Meetings). There are also some NPS directly involved in specific institutions established by the UNFCCC, or actions initiated under these institutions.

---

3 In addition to the draft 2015 agreement and draft decision on workstream 1, this non-paper includes a draft decision on workstream 2 which is also presented separately in ADP.2015.9.InformalNote.

4 Paragraph 19 of the draft decision on workstream 1 indicates “all actors” including civil society, the private sector, financial institutions, cities and other subnational authorities, local communities and indigenous peoples.
For example, the private sector and investors are involved in technical assistance for developing countries via the Climate Technology Centre and Network and also participate in Clean Development Mechanism projects. Sub-national governments are eligible to apply for accreditation to receive funding from the Green Climate Fund (GCF), Adaptation Fund (AF), and Global Environment Facility (GEF).

Yet, there are many different barriers that prevent NPS from taking mitigation actions or funding such actions. These barriers are: (1) national policy barriers and misalignments; (2) mandate barriers, i.e. limited or overlapping mandates over climate-related policy making; (3) financial barriers; (4) information and knowledge barriers; and (5) capacity and skills barriers. The significance of each barrier varies, depending on the type of NPS, the local circumstances and the measures already in place to address these barriers. Tackling these barriers – both within and outside the framework of the UNFCCC – could potentially help countries to increase their level of mitigation ambition both pre- and post-2020 periods. This paper has explored different possible means that the international community could use to strengthen/encourage mitigation actions by NPS.

National policy barriers are caused by misalignments between national policy frameworks and climate objectives, which can undermine mitigation action by NPS. Mandate barriers mean NPS have limited or overlapping mandates over climate-related policy making, which can hinder effective climate action by NPS. Setting national policy frameworks and determining policy mandates across different levels of government are fundamentally beyond the scope of the UNFCCC. Therefore it is not feasible for the UNFCCC to directly address these two types of barriers. The other types of barriers are being partially addressed or could be potentially addressed by the current process and institutions under the UNFCCC in a more direct manner.

In terms of increasing mitigation action in the pre-2020 period, “workstream 2” was launched under the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform for Enhanced Action (ADP). Activities under this workstream are partially addressing information and knowledge barriers to NPS, so could usefully continue. Since the mandate of the ADP will expire in 2015 (1/CP. 17), such a continuation would need to take place in another forum.

A draft decision on workstream 2 has been prepared to be adopted at the 21st Conference of the Parties (COP 21). The draft decision recognises the efforts of NPS to scale up their climate actions and provide further opportunities for climate actions by Parties. This recognition could send a political signal that enhancing pre-2020 action by NPS is important, and that the international community could help to encourage further action on the ground. The text could be further strengthened to emphasise co-operation in the development of ambitious and achievable climate responses, as well as disseminating knowledge from the experiences of NPS.

Other activities under the UNFCCC framework can continue to help enhance the ambition of NPS for the pre-2020 and post-2020 periods. These include the ability of both the GEF, as well as the GCF, to directly fund actions by NPS and to channel funding via NPS.

For the post-2020 period, the 2015 agreement offers an opportunity to create explicit, direct links between the international climate process and NPS undertaking climate action. Such links could help to raise the profile of the importance of NPS action, and thus indirectly address some of the barriers to increase mitigation action by NPS. The current draft text for the decision on the 2015 agreement welcomes the efforts of NPS and invites them to scale up their efforts and support further actions by Parties. The explicit reference to NPS could encourage enhanced action both at the national as well as individual stakeholder level.
The 2015 agreement could further help to enhance co-ordination between national governments and NPS, and provide opportunities for highlighting lessons learned from successful actions by NPS. Co-ordination between national governments and NPS is important because it can alleviate challenges posed by the national policy, misalignment and mandate barriers. Building on the on-going efforts under the UNFCCC that partially address the information and knowledge barriers and to a lesser extent the financial barriers and capacity and skills barriers, the 2015 agreement could further enhance mitigation actions by NPS. Possible ways that the 2015 agreement could do this would be to:

- Enhance or reiterate the need for a long-term goal for the international climate change framework, which gives national governments policy stability and in turn, could indirectly help reduce some of the national policy barriers and financial barriers to NPS;

- Include text that recognises the role of NPS in implementing and financing mitigation actions, and a provision that encourages national governments to engage with NPS with a view to enhancing and supporting NPS in implementing and enhancing their commitments;

- Encourage national governments to improve their enabling environments, so as to incentivise low-carbon investments and enhance NPS’ capacity to manage the risks to such investments;

- Continue to enhance sharing and dissemination of information and knowledge, e.g. by launching a similar process to the current Technical Examination Process and supporting an enhanced NAZCA portal, in order to help to catalyse further actions. The NAZCA portal can act as a process for which NPS can sign up to specific mitigation actions or commitments (in parallel to the 2015 agreement which is Party oriented);

- Encourage the use of a common accounting and reporting tool to increase transparency to assess the mitigation actions by NPS. Such a tool would need to avoid onerous reporting guidelines in order to encourage broad uptake, and could be developed outside the UNFCCC process;

- Provide the possibility for use of carbon markets, which would financially incentivise actions by NPS;

- Request multilateral development banks to enhance information disclosure on the level of climate finance provided to NPS. For example, a breakdown within public recipients of the climate finance provided would be helpful to address information and knowledge barriers.

Although the UNFCCC is a Party-driven framework, its potential to encourage NPS action is significant. As discussed above, there are many ways to make explicit reference to NPS in the 2015 agreement or associated decision(s). As such, the 2015 agreement or decision(s) could help to address the barriers and establish a foundation to further enhance mitigation actions by NPS, thereby leading to enhanced global ambition.
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## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>Ad hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform for Enhanced Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>Adaptation Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCAC</td>
<td>Climate and Clean Air Coalition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCXG</td>
<td>Climate Change Expert Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>Clean Development Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER</td>
<td>Certified Emission Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>Conference of the Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTCN</td>
<td>Climate Technology Centre and Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C40</td>
<td>C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETS</td>
<td>Emission Trading System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Financial Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCF</td>
<td>Green Climate Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEF</td>
<td>Global Environment Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIB</td>
<td>Green Investment Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIZ</td>
<td>Die Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFCs</td>
<td>Hydrofluorocarbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICLEI</td>
<td>ICLEI- Local Governments for Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEA</td>
<td>International Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC</td>
<td>International Finance Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGES</td>
<td>Institute for Global Environmental Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDC</td>
<td>Intended Nationally-Determined Contributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDB</td>
<td>Multilateral Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAZCA</td>
<td>Non-State Actor Zone for Climate Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPS</td>
<td>Non-Party Stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>Overseas Development Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20</td>
<td>R20 Regions of Climate Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC</td>
<td>Technology Executive Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMs</td>
<td>Technical Expert Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEP</td>
<td>Technical Examination Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Technology Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLG</td>
<td>United Cities and Local Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>United Nations Environment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFCCC</td>
<td>United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>